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Read and Understand All Safety,  

Use, and Maintenance Instructions



Legal Notice and Disclaimer
The Toolbox Safety Series (the “Toolbox”) is published by the ISANTA Power Tool Safety Alliance, ISANTA, and the 
other members of the Alliance (collectively, the “Alliance”) for educational and informational purposes only and is 
intended solely to serve as a resource to individuals. The Alliance is not undertaking to render specific professional 
advice. The Alliance does not “approve” or “endorse” any specific products, manufacturers, methods, processes, prac-
tices, or sources of information. The Toolbox should not be referenced in any way that would imply such approval or 
endorsement. 

The information and data contained in the Toolbox have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. How-
ever, the various codes, regulations, standards, and practices referenced in the Toolbox are subject to change, and the 
Toolbox is current only as of its original publication date.

The Alliance makes no guarantee, representation, or warranty, expressed or implied, at law or in equity, and 
expressly disclaims any and all such guarantees, representations, or warranties whatsoever as to the validity, accu-
racy, or sufficiency of the information set forth in the Toolbox and assumes no responsibility or liability in connection 
therewith. The Alliance assumes no liability or responsibility in connection with the use or misuse of the Toolbox or 
information included therein.

By using the Toolbox, the user acknowledges and accepts the foregoing limitation of liability and disclaimers and 
agrees that the Alliance and its individual members are not responsible for injuries, claims, losses, or damages to the 
user or third parties arising, directly or indirectly, out of the user’s use of the Toolbox and/or the information contained 
therein.
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Safety is Everyone’s Responsibility.

Tool users must
• choose the correct tool to perform the task
• read and understand the owner’s manual
• work in a safe manner
• maintain tools according to the manufacturer’s 

requirements.

Employers must ensure
• the employee uses the correct tool for the intended work 

task
• the tool is in good working condition
• the employee has read and understands the manufac-

turer’s instructions and has been properly trained on the 
tool’s use

• the employee uses the appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPE). 

Coworkers must 
• alert others in their surroundings of potential hazards 

associated with tool use
• use appropriate PPE 
• ensure that proper training for tool use has been 

conducted. 
This Toolbox series provides both owners and users of 

nailers and staplers with some basic information on the 
safe use of their tools.

ANSI standard SNT-101, ISO standard 11148 
Part 13, OSHA standards, manufacturer’s 
instructions and recommendations, 
safety and construction practices, and 
recommendations were used to develop this 
Toolbox Safety Series. 

Topics from Previous Session
Session 1: Choose the Correct Tool for the Job
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Read and Understand all Safety, Use, and Maintenance Instructions

Symbol used in ANSI SNT-101.2015 Symbol used in ISO 11148 Part 13

• Each tool comes with a tool operation or instruction 
manual when purchased.

• Consistent with OSHA’s general requirements to provide 
a safe work place, operate and maintain tools in accor-
dance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

• ISANTA member manuals will contain the following 
information:

 − general and specific safety instructions
 − warning label terminology
 − tool use and care
 − other information.

General and specific safety instructions
• Use PPE that follows OSHA terminology.

 − Approved eye protection with safety side shields 
meeting the requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2015

 » NOTE: Everyday prescription eyewear and sun-
glasses are NOT approved eyewear. These types of 
eyewear will not protect against jobsite hazards.

 − Approved hearing protection
 − When required, use 

 » approved safety footwear
 » hard hats
 » gloves.

• Do not operate while under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs.

• No horseplay. Tools are not toys and, if used improperly, 
can cause serious injury or death.

• Always assume the tool is loaded with fasteners.
• Inspect tool prior to use to ensure proper operation.
• Keep the tool in good working order. 

• Use proper tag-out procedures when a tool is in need of 
repair:

 − out of service
 − do not use
 − segregate from other tools on the jobsite.

• Driving a fastener can often create a spark. Do not use 
tool in the presence of flammable or explosive gas, liq-
uids, or dust.

• Do not use tool if
 − it is damaged
 − it appears to have been modified without 
manufacturer’s authorization

 − it has any safety feature disabled
 − it does not hold pressure (for pneumatic or gas tools) 
 − components are damaged, severely corroded, or not 
working (for electric or battery-operated tools, dispose 
of old batteries per manufacturer’s instructions).

 − for tools with both a workpiece contact and a trig-
ger (operating controls), it operates with only one 
operating control engaged (test per manufacturer’s 
instructions).

• Carry tool only by the handle.
• When carrying the tool, “keep your finger off the 

trigger.”
• Use only a male pneumatic type fitting allowing air to 

exhaust from the tool when disconnecting the air hose.
• Disconnect the tool from the power source when

 − inspecting tool
 − performing maintenance
 − clearing any jams
 − passing the tool from one person to another
 − leaving the tool unattended
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 − transporting the tool
 − traveling up or down stairs or ladders.

• Never point the tool at others or toward yourself.
• Manage tool recoil. 

 − After driving a fastener, the tool may spring back 
(recoil) causing it to move away from the work 
surface.

 − Always maintain control of the tool.
 − Allow recoil to move tool away from the work surface.
 − Resisting the recoil may force tool back into the 
work surface resulting in an unintentional fastener 
discharge.
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QUIZ
This quiz may have multiple correct answers. Its purpose is to be the first step in a discussion with your supervisor/foreman 
and fellow workers in regard to power-fastening-tool safety. Please discuss these questions as a group with your co-workers 
and supervisor/foreman.

1. Who is responsible for your safety?

2. Name two instances when a tool should NOT be used.

3. Is it acceptable to carry a tool by either the pneumatic hose or the power cord?

4. What does this symbol mean?

5. What type of eyewear should not be used when driving fasteners with a power tool?
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Answer key
This quiz may have multiple correct answers. Its purpose is to be the first step in a discussion with your supervisor/foreman 
and fellow workers in regard to power-fastening-tool safety. Please discuss these questions as a group with your co-workers 
and supervisor/foreman.

1. Who is responsible for your safety?
Possible answers: me, employer, possibly others around me

2. Name two instances when a tool should NOT be used.
Possible answers: if damaged, if not trained on use, if not the correct tool for the job, if proper PPE is not being used, multi-
ple other instances

3. Is it acceptable to carry a tool by either the pneumatic hose or the power cord?
Answer: No

4. What does this symbol mean?

Answer: Read and understand all safety, use, and maintenance instructions.

5. What type of eyewear should not be used when driving fasteners with a power tool?
Answer: everyday prescription eyewear or sunglasses



Alliance Industry Partners

UNITED UNION OF ROOFERS, 
WATERPROOFERS, AND 

ALLIED WORKERS

NATIONAL ROOFING 
CONTRACTORS 
ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL FRAMERS 
COUNCIL

CHICAGO REGIONAL 
COUNCIL CARPENTERS 

UNION
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The following organizations make up the Tool Safety Alliance

Tool Members

KOKI HOLDINGS 
AMERICA LTD.
Metabo HPT Brand

PEACE INDUSTRIES
SPOTNAILS Brand

TECHTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES NA

Milwaukee Tool Brand
Rigid Brand

STANLEY BLACK & 
DECKER

Bostitch Brand
DeWalt Brand

Porter-Cable Brand
Craftsman Brand

BECK AMERICA 
FASCO TOOLS

RAINCO TOOLS

JAACO CORPORATION
NailPro Brand

MAX USA CORP.
MAX Brand

MAKITA USA
Makita Brand

ILLINOIS TOOL 
WORKS

Paslode Brand
Duo-Fast Brand

KYOCERA SENCO 
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS

Senco Brand

MID-CONTINENT 
STEEL & WIRE
Magnum Brand

PRIME SOURCE 
BUILDING PRODUCTS

Grip-Rite Brand

NATIONAL NAIL CORP.
Stinger Brand
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